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PRELIMIKARY FRE3-FI;IGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF AlRFOIL 
SECTIOIf OM AILERON ROLLING EFFECTIiJENESS AT TRANSONIC 
Results have  been  obtained  by means of a free-flight  technique 
utilizing  rocket  propulsicm  which  indicate that aileron-rolling- 
effectiveness  characteriskics are affected  adversely  by  variations i  
airfoil  section  which  produce large increases in the  trailing-edge 
angle. 
Results  have been obtained  recently  by means of the R"5 free- 
flight technique  described in references 1, 2, and 3 which  indicate  that, 
at  transonic and supersonic  speeds, afleron-rolling-effectiveness charm- 
teristics are adversely  affected  by  variations i  airfoil  section  which 
produce lwge increases in the  trailing-edge angle. The  rolling- 
effectiveness  characteristics of a wing-aileron  configuration  consisting 
of a glain  full-span  sealed  afleron  and an untapered, 45O sweptback  wing 
employing the NACA 16-009 airfoil  section are  presented  in  thie  report. 
These results  are  compared  with  the  results  obtained  for a previously 
tested  configuration  which was identical  except  for the airfoil  section 
which was the NACA 65-009 (RM-5 number 5323, reference 3).  A sketch of 
both the aforementioned  configurations  is  given in figure 1. The 
variation of Reynolds  number  with m c h  numhr for the test  conditjons 
is given in figure 2. 
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The  results of the  present  investigation are  shown in figure 3 aa 
curves of coefficient (based on total e q o e e d  w i n g  area 
of 1.563 Bq f ' t )  aa a Function of Mach  nwriber. C h a n g i n g  the  airfoil 
eection  from  the NACA 65-009 to  the MACA 16-009 resulted in a marked, 
reduction of aileron  effectiveness in the  Mack number range from 0.75 
(the  lower  limit  of the teste)  to  about 1.07 and a reversal  of  effective- 
neaa in the Mach  number  range from about 1-07 t o  1.45- Above  Mach 
number 1.43 to  the maximwn attained (1.8) the rolling effectivenes's w&6 
in the correct  direction  though of small magnitude.  Lnasmuch a8 the  two 
configwationa differed mainly in airfoil  eection aft of  the %-percent- 
chord  point,  it is maonable  to  assume  that  this camed the marked 
difference in the aileron-roll~-effectiveness characteristics f o r  the 
two  configurations. Similar effects regarding the  effect of the  Shag0 
of  the  after  portion .of.  the  airfoil  section  have been noted in high- 
speed  subsonic  wind-tunnel  teets. For example, see reference 4- It 
should be noted  that the aileron  deflectirme  for  the  two  configurations 
differed  somewhat,  the  deflection-being 5.60 for  the  configuration with 
the NACA 65-009 airfoil  section,  and 3.5O for the configuration with the 
MACA 16;oog airfoil  section.  The  results shown in f igwe 3 are, 
therefore, not strictly c o ~ ~ & l e j  however,  results e h m  in  reference 3 
indicate that the values of obtained for the configuration with bZCT 
the NACM 63-009 airfoil 8eCtiokuld be subatsrntially  the stme f o r  
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3.6 and 3-5 degrees  aileron  deflection. The necessity f o r  further tests 
is  indicated fn order to investigate  more  completely the effects of the 
shape of the aft portion of the  airfoil on control  effectiveness at 
transonic aad supersonic speeds. 
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